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National and other Group Identifications in North Carolina 
and U.S. National Samples of College and University Students 
J(EITH S. PETERSEN 
North Caroli11a State University at Raleigh 
In the fall semester of 1975 I conducted a survey among a large 
group of North Carolina college students and a somewhat smaller group 
of United States college students in general to seek evidence on two 
attitudinal points: the extent to which they would profess identification 
with members of their own national and various other cohort groups and 
the relative strengths of some predictors of those professions of identifica-
tion, national or other. Before reporting and commenting on some of the 
resultant findings, let me remark briefly on three aspects of the survey 
that may be 0£ preliminary interest: my motivation and, in general, my 
expectations; the extent and implications of my samples; and the re-
liability of the survey questionnaire. 
Motivation and Expectations. My immediate impulse was to discover 
the degree to which today's North Carolina college students as a group 
and American students in general would resemble or differ from Ameri-
cans as a whole in their professions of national and social class identifica-
tion as reported a generation ago by Buchanan and Cantril. 1 I suspected 
for various reasons that the degree of national identification, at least, 
would be less. I was interested, secondly, in whether there were addi-
tional group affiliations that my samples would admit to and in how the 
strengths of these would compare to ithe same respondents' national and 
class identifications or the latter to each other. 
From the Buchanan and Cantril evidence I surmised in this regard 
that respondents who were open to one sense 0£ identification would, in 
general, be open to others. but that the national priority would even so be 
higher than any of these others and certainly higher than class. Buchanan 
and Cantril had used data from a 1948 UNESCO survey of national 
samples in nine Western countries, including the U. S., which asked 
whether respondents thought that they had "anything" in common with 
mem hers of their own ( self identified) social class in other countries than 
their own ,and with fellow nationals who were not perceived to be of 
their own social class. The main findings on this earlier occasion were 
that perceptions of class and national affiliation were not very much 
mutually exclusive and that both were relatively high but that the na-
1 William Buchanan and Hadley Cantril, How Nations See Each Other (Urbana, 
Ill.: University of Illinois Press, 1953). 
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tional was ahnost always higher, sometimes substantially higher. The 
largest gap between class ( 42%) and national ( 77%) affiliations was found 
to be in the United States.2 
I was curious, finally, rto determine which affiliations were more 
likely for which kinds of respondents as measured by some of the 
standard socio-economic ,and , for students, specifically academic indica-
tors that might be of interest in groups of this sort: age, sex, race, religion, 
social class; school, year in school, major. My main focuses of interest 
among these were on the comparative extents 0£ national identification 
that would be :revealed and the relative strengths of indicators or predic-
tors of that identification, which are the primary concerns with which 
this paper deals. 
Extent and Implication of Samples. The data for this analysis are 
derived from 2212 useable questionnaire responses ( 1483 from North 
Carolina, 729 from other states) from 29 different institutions ( 18 inside 
and 11 outside of. North Carolina). The survey was conducted from late 
August to early October 1975 by faculty people on those various campuses 
whom I had asked to administer the questionnaire in at least two classes, 
one with predominantly underclass and the other with predominantly 
upperclass enrollment. 
Some categorical parameters of the resulting sample are dubious. 
Social science students ,are probably heavily overrepresented; women are, 
perhaps accordingly, underrepresented. Generalizations to the charac-
teristics of student populations, state or national, can therefore be only 
of the most tenative sort. But the samples are quite large and can prob-
ably be used to indicate the comparative strengths of predictors of one or 
another sense of group identification or ofi relationships between identifi-
cations. It is these last that this analysis is chiefly concerned with. 
Reliability of the Questionnaire. My survey instrument asked re-
spondents to do two things: to classify themselves by various academic 
and socio-economic indicators and to tell whether they had "much 
( whatever 'much' means to you) in common" with persons of their own 
age, sex, class, etc. "in other countries around th e world" and with "other 
Americans ... NOT ... of your own social class" or with "other Americans 
in general." The intent of the wording was to replicate at least approxi-
mately the language of the 1948 UNESCO questions on class and nation, 
to which earlier responses these might be compared, and to add other 
alternatives of group identification alongside of which the relative 
intensities of today's class of national affiliation might be more broadly 
measured. 
2 Ibid ., chapter 2. 
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The reliability of these attitude questions is, unfortunately, not very 
high. In two sets of pre-tests on the final questionnaire, I dedved com-
posite reliability measurements that ranged from a high of 87.6% to a 
low of 62.9%. The mean reliability percentage was a paltry 71.9%. There 
are weaknesses, then, of sample and of instrument that should not be 
forgotten as the discussion proceeds. 
FINDINGS 
With these cautions in mind, however, what do the data show? The 
findings that will be considered here may be assembled under three 
general headings, as follows. 
THEN AND NOW. Both North Carolina students ,and American 
students in general do apparently identify less with their national com-
munity than did Americans in general a generation ago. The 1948 
UNESCO figure for Americans in general who felt that they had "any-
thing in common" with other Americans not of their own social class was 
77%. My comparable percent in 1975 for Nol.1th Carolina students was 
70 and for non-North Carolina students was 63.6. The composite figure 
for ,all students surveyed in 1975 is 67.9%. 
The 1975 American college student's sense of belonging to a social 
class is, contrarily, more than equally higher. The UNESCO figure ( for 
whether an American respondent felt that he had "anything in common" 
with his own "class people abroad") was, again, 42%. My comparable 
percentages were: North Carolina students, 56.3; non-North Carolina 
students, 53.2; both, 55.1. 
Before jumping to any conclusions, we should note a small but may-
be significant difference in the wording of comparable survey questions. 
UNESCO asked if their respondents felt that they had "anything" in 
common with one group or another. Because I surmised that that par-
ticular language might be too loose to provide me with enough discrimi-
nation among the more numerous group identifications for which I in-
tended to test, my questionnaire asked if the respondent had "much 
( whatever 'much' means to you)" in common with other members of 
various groups. If that distinction makes any difference, as it might, 
an exact reproduction of UNESCO's wording should have elicited a more 
highly affirmative 1975 student response than my questions did. That 
effect would of course draw the 1975 results up toward, or conceivably 
above the UNESCO figure on (extra-class) national identity while it 
would make the gap even larger for class affiliation, with 1975 students 
being even more greatly class oriented than they seem. The nation may 
thus be at least slightly less of a cohort standard than it once was ( or, 
,again, it may not be), while social class is definitely more. 
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NATIO NAL VS. OTHER IDENTIFICATIONS. Respondents in the 
1975 survey were invited to indicate their feelings of commonality with 
members of various other groups besid es the two with which UNESC O 
was concerned. Their responses on all 0£ these dimensions of group identi-
fication together may be reported in two ways: by comparison to and by 
correlation with each other. The simple comparative results , first, are 
displayed in Table I. Their main message is straightforward enough . For 
students surveyed here, the sense of identification with nation is relative ly 
great est and with religion is relatively least, with other perceived degree s 
of cc.,mmunity falling betwe en as listed. 
TABLE I 
Percentages of Sampl es Professing Id enti-fication 
with Various Cohort Groups 
Having Much %N.C. % 
in Common With: Only Total 
Americans in General ..... . .......... 86.4 83.9 
Other Students Abroad ... . ........... 76.4 75.5 
U.S. Not Own Class ............... 70.0 67.9 
Own Sex Abroad .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68.9 66.5 
Own Race Abroad ..... . ........ 63.4 61.6 
Own Age Abroad . . . .... . ..... . ...... 56.3 55.0 
Own Religion Abroad ...... . ...... . '. 54.4 52.0 
%Extra-
N.C . 
79.3 
73.6 
63.6 
62.1 
58.7 
52.5 
47.8 
Another per.haps less obvious point may also be noted. In six ofi the 
eight identificaton questions respondents were asked to say whether they 
felt they had much in common with various kinds of cohorts abroad 
and not just with other such cohorts in the U. S. or even in gener al. A 
simple dichotomy may thus be perceived between the two "nation al" 
preferences ("Americans in general" and "Americans who are NOT 
members of your own social class") and the six "international" ones, 
with the former ranking higher and the latter as 1a group ranking lower. 
Tha,t result should not surprise. It is the UNESCO survey's evidence of 
preference for nation over class writ large , or writ broader. The one 
rather sharp exception to that general order of things , however , may there-
fore be worth y of special attention here. The professed sense of world-
wide student community is the highest by far of the "internation al" 
identifications and is notably higher in all three samples than the second 
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"national" value, the degree of affiliation with nation-other-than-class. 
The active campus polarizations of the late 1960's my be gone now, but 
they seem not to have been forgotten. 
Correlations among community affiliations bear another message. 
The one of these that I was especially interested in is the degree to 
which the sense of national community would overlap, or not, with 
which other group identifications. Despite the considerable range of 
preference percentages just reviewed, it must be reported that it over-
laps overwhelmingly with them all: from 87.8% ( for age, religion and 
fellow-students) to 92. 7% ( for U. S. -not-class). These results will 
broad en and re-confirm the failure of the original UNESCO assumption 
"that class and nation might be conflicting attractions to the individual." 3 
As Guetzkow concludes in part from the same UNESCO evidence: 
"1ihere is an essential commonality among ,all loyalties . . . . In its 
sources cross-national loyalty is not incompatible with national loyalty." 4 
Certainly there is little evidence of any such incompatibility here. 
PREDICTORS OF IDENTIFICATION WITH NATION. The final 
inquiry on my questionnaire was whether respondents felt that they 
had "much in common with other Americans in general." The question-
naire solicited 15 other responses, seven more on attitudes and eight on 
social or physical characteristics. Which ones of these, if any, predict 
to the extent to which respondents profess affiliation with their national 
community? To what extent are these relationships generalizable across 
geographical lines? Part of the answer to rthese questions bas already 
been given. There is a very close connection, as we have just seen, 
between professions of identity with nation and -affiliations with other 
groups around the world. Openness to one is, by and large, openness 
to all. 
What may be said of the connections of social and physical charac-
teristics ,to the same national identification? Chi squares, contingency 
coefficients and significance levels were obtained for all these relation-
ships and these statistics together permitted the convenient arrange-
ment of variables in their rank order of relative strength ·as predictors 
of national affiliation. The resulting figures are grouped separately for 
total sample, for North Carolina respondents only and for non-North 
Carolina respondents in Table II. The different statistical measurements 
a Ibid., 18. 
4 Harold Guetzkow, Multiple Loyalties: Theoretical Approach to a Problem in 
International Organization (Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1955) 42. 
~ 
TABLE II 
Relative Strengths of Predictors of Having "Much in Common" with "Other Americans in General" 
( Note: Numbers of variable options availble or chosen with any frequency 
in each sample group are indicated in parentheses.) 
Total Sample N. C. Only Extra-N. C. 
(n=2212) (n = l483) (n=729) ._ 
Variable Sig Lev ConCoef Chi Sq Variable Sig Lev ConCoef Chi Sq Variable Sig Lev ConCoef Chi Sq 0 
Relig ( 14) .001 0.2648 166.1 Relig (14) .001 0.2709 112.8 Relig ( 12) .003 0.3154 85.9 ; 
Race (3) .001 0.1840 76.2 Race (2) .001 0.1508 32.9 Race (3) .001 0.2578 54.1 ~ 
School (29) .001 0.1723 131.4 0 
Major (11) .01 0.1296 36.6 Major (11) .08 0.1440 29.3 Major (7) .38 0.1656 21.3 >,j 
Class ( 3) .001 0.0972 20.5 Class ( 3) .008 0.0984 13.6 Class (3) .08 0.1038 8.2 "'C 0 
Age Grp (3) .03 0.0697 10.2 Pub-Pri (2) .008 0.0811 9.5 Pub-Pri (2) .03 0.0958 7.0 § 
Pub-Pri (2) .008 0.0408 9.5 AgeGrp (2) .17 0.0685 6.4 Age Grp (3) .15 0.0955 6.7 ~ Sex (2) .45 0.0269 1.6 Sex ( 2) .28 0.0424 2.6 Acd Rnk (2) .66 0.0324 0.8 
Acd Rnk (2) .48 0.0258 1.5 Acd Rnk (2) .52 0.0302 1.3 Sex (2) .87 0.0190 0.3 V) 
~ 
R 
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tend generally to confirm each other with only ve1y minor variations 
across sample groups. Religion, race and school are consistently im-
pressive predictors; academic major .and social class are more dubiously 
and erratically so; age group, public vs. private school enrollment, sex 
and academic class are in an inconsequential and geographically incon-
sistent jumble ,at the bottom of the list. Let us look more or less briefly 
at these groups of variables in their order of increasing significance. 
1. Sex, Acaclemic Class, Age Group and Public vs. Private School 
Enrollment. These relationships are all insignificant. For that reason a 
display chart of their differentials is omitted. These very slight differen-
tials themselves may nevertheless be noted in passing, as follows: Women 
are negligibly, but consistently across grographical lines, more nation-
oriented than men, as are academic underclass more than upperclass 
persons and younger students rather than older ones. The public vs. 
private school differential is slightly less negligible, but geographically 
inconsistent: Public school students are about 10% more likely to be 
nation-oriented rthan private school students in the North Carolina sam-
ple, but are very slightly less likely to identify with the nation in the 
extra-North Carolina sample. Consistently as not, all these distinctions 
are less than significant. 
2. Social Class: It is hard to say, intuitively or statistically, at what 
level or power these variables begin to "make a difference." If social class 
does,it is not much. Class has not turned out to be a very important 
variable in other recent attitude or opinion surveys either. 5 I do not 
presume to contradict that point here. 
While these disclaimers rand qualifications should be kept in mind, 
the results by class may nevertheless be of some interest. They are 
depicted in part of Chart I. Whatever the degree of importance, their 
differential message is both clear -and consistent. It is the middle class 
that most identifies with the nation; it is the working class that identifies 
least. More surprisingly perhaps, the upper class seems to share some, 
and even much, of that working class reticence . 
Comparisons with Buchanan and Cantril are interesting. Their 
conclusions concerning middle vs. working class ,are strong and clear. 
Middle classes everywhere were "more likely" than working classes "to 
feel that they had something in common with their compatriots of other 
5 See for example. Avery H. Guest, "Class Consciousness and American Poli-
tical Attitud es." Social Forces 52 (June, 1974), 496-510; Heinz Eulau. "Identifica-
tion With Class And Political Perspective," Journal of Politics 18 ( May, 1956), 232-
253; John C. Leggett, "Working Class Consciousness, Race and Political Choice," 
American Journal of Sociology LXIX (September, 1963), 171-176. 
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CHART I 
Percentages of Respondents Professing to Have "Much in Common" 
with "Other Americans in General" By Class and By Race 
( Note: North Carolina percentages are charted in the wider columns to 
the left in each pair; extra-North Carolina results are in the narrower 
right-hand columns.) 
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classes," while lower class status in general was found to "discourage 
sentiments of commonality abroad and at home." 6 My data also reveal 
that working class members ,are generally less disposed toward group 
affiliations of any sort, but with interesting exceptions. Working class 
students produced the lowest percentages of yes responses in the total 
sample for six of the eight kinds of group identifications for which my 
survey tested: age, student "occupation", religion, class, U. S. -not-class, 
and nation. Curiously enough, however, they produced the highest 
rates of positive response by sex ( upper class, 60.7%; middle, 66.8%; 
working, 69.5%) and by race ( 58.0, 61.3, 64.9). Working class people 
may thus continue to be generally deficient in"sentiments of commonal-
ity," but they would seem to be more than abundant in a specific few, 
for better or worse. I do not know why. 
3. Academic Mafor. Is the major a significant variable? Probably as 
much as social class, that is, not very much. Let us nevertheless inspect 
the differentials by major that are depicted in Chart II for whatever 
interest they may hold. I had no direct indications of what to expect in 
regard to major and only a few vague leads that might be related ,at all. 
Singer had found that political science, "other social science" and 
humanities students were all higher in their degrees of "cosmopolitan-
ism" than physical science students and that education majors were 
highest of all in a "before" test of attitudes that had been administered 
to a group of University of Michigan students. 7 From this I surmised 
that scientists and technicians might, conversely, rank high on a na-
tional affiliation scale and that social science, humanities and, especially, 
education students would rank low. These implications of Singer's find-
ings are mostly at odds with my results, ,although they work notably 
better in the outside of North Carolina sample, appropriately enough, 
than they do within that state. Physical scientists outside North Caro-
lina are high ( 92.6% identifying with the nation) while social scientists 
in the same regional sample are low (77.5% ), ,as are humanities students 
in both samples ( 80.3 and 80.2%). Except for the humanities, however, 
the same relationships are certainly distorted ,and even reversed within 
North Carolina: Social scientists are relatively high ( 86.3%) and physical 
scientists are relatively low ( 81.0%). 
The confusions and contradictions are part of a larger picture. 
Majors do seem to make some difference, both within North Carolina, 
where the percentage spread is 14.8 between the highest and lowest 
6 Buchanan and Cantril, How NatiOflS See Each Other, 19, 22. 
7 J. David Singer, "Cosmopolitan Attitudes and International Relations Courses: 
Some Tentative Correlations," Joumal of Politics 27 (May,, 1965), 318-328. 
CHART II 
Percentages of Respondents Professing to have "Much in Common" toith "Other Americans in General" by Academic Major 
( Note: North Carolina percentages are charted in the wider columns to the left in each pair; extra-North Carolina results, if any, are in th e narrower 
right-hand columns.) 
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commitment by major to the national group, and without, where it is 
24.5. Sometimes those differentials are remarkably consistent across 
regional lines, which they certainly are for education students. Some-
times they are not. Perhaps there is enough here to confirm two previous 
conclusions about discipline ( or major) and region: "that discipline 
makes a difference" in predicting attitudes but that "region is a useful 
variable only when examined in interaction with discipline." 8 Or more 
tellingly for me, vice versa. 
4. Race. Race would seem to be a fairly impressive predictor and 
an impressively consistent one. Blacks are clearly less attached to the 
national community than whites are and they are almost equally so in 
both samples. ( See Chart I.) This may be an increasing differential. 
Broom and Glenn had concluded from an analysis of largely 1950's 
public opinion data that blacks and whites in America were "not sharply 
divided on most issues." 0 They are, it seems to me, now divided on this 
one, whether more or less "sharply" I cannot say. Blacks in my total 
sample profess a higher sense of affiliation by race than do whites ( 68.8% 
vs. 60.3%). They also manifest an almost equivalently lower degree of 
commonality with the whole national group (77.9% vs. 86.1% overall). 
Race is thus articulated as making a greater difference to blacks than it 
does to whites (in the U. S.); it would also seem to relate to one's 
attitude toward the nation, perhaps more than ever. 
5. Religion. Religion is obviously one of the clearest predictors of 
sentiments of national identification ( see Table II) and, with few excep-
tions, it is remarkably consistent across geographical lines. The regional 
subtotals and differentials are displayed in Chart III. Of the twelve 
religious or non-religious groups that are represented often enough to 
warrant being reported for the two geographical samples separately 
( "Fundamentalists" and "Liberals" are not), only Baptists, ( about 
equally) and Episcopalians ( quite disproportionately) fall on opposite 
sides of their respective regional means. Otherwise, cross-regional con-
sistency prevails, for religions and non-religions alike, sometimes almost 
precisely. 
Two generalizations are clear enough. The first is that non-religion-
ists are less nationally oriented than religionists of whatever persuasion 
( or by the obverse of the multiple loyalties pattern, less oriented toward 
8 Gary M. Maranell and D. Stanley Eitzen, "The Effect of Discipline, Region and 
Rank on the Political Attitudes of College Professors," Sociological Quarterly 11 
(Winter, 1970), 117, 118. 
9 Leonard Broom and Norval D. Glenn, "Negro-White Differences in Reported 
Attitudes and Behavior," Sociology and Social Research 50 (January, 1966), 189. 
CHART ill 
Percentages Professing to have "Much in Common" with "Otl1e,- Americans in General" by Religion or Sect. 
(Note: North Carolina percentages are charted in the wider columns to the left in each pair; extra-North Carolina results, if any , are in the narrower 
right-hand columns.) 
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any affiliations at all, which they are). Statement of the second requires 
explanation of the "miscellaneous" label. It includes, in declining order 
of frequency, those who dassified themselves as "unaffiliated," "other," 
Orthodox, Transcendental Meditation, Moslem, Buddhist, pantheist and 
Eckankar. Except for the Orthodox, this composition suggests that 
among those who admit to any "religion" at all, the variously uncom-
mitted or non-Christian are similarly less disposed toward national affilia-
tion ( but not in general toward other affiliations) than are formally 
professing Christians. 
I could find few very helpful research leads on expectations relating 
to specific sects.10 My surmise, in ,any event, was that "conservative" 
might be rather more nationally oriented than "liberal" religionists. The 
problem was to determine which was which. To derive ,a scale at all, 
I fust decided, for reasons of arbitrary convenience, to confine myself to 
Protestants. Second, I eliminated from consideration those labels 
( "Christian," "Protestant") which were too indefinite. I had already 
derived, in consultation with a few Protestant clergymen whom I know, 
two general categorizations of certain Protestant churches specified by 
my respondents but not frequently enough to warrant listing them 
separately. This procedure resulted in a '1iberal" grouping ( in declining 
order of frequency) of the United Church of Obrist, Quaker, Unitarian, 
Disciples of Christ, Moravian and Evangelical and Reformed and a 
"fundamentalist" counterpart that was 76.3% (29 out of 38) Holiness/ 
Pentecostal. 
Then I gave my intuition free rein and settled upon the following 
arrangements from '1eft" to "right": liberals, Episcopalians, Pres by-
terians, Methodists, Lutherans and Baptists very close together and 
fundamentalists. The correlations which this scale produces with degrees 
of identification with tilie nation iare curious, i£ not perverse. See Table 
III. It is low on both ends and high in the middle; Presbyterians are 
most nationally oriented, while liberals and fundamentalists are least. 
A tenative theme reasserts itself. The friends of the nation are not to be 
found at the extreme, at either extreme. It is a theme to which we shall 
return. 
6. School. Schools make ,a considerable difference, but they are 
very hard to generalize about. See Table IV. The few generalizations 
that suggest themselves may be just ras easily supposed in other contexts. 
That community college students ( Gaston and Sandhills) would identify 
lO TI1e most interesting, albeit the oldest, was: L. W. Ferguson, "Socio-Psycho-
logical Correlates of the Primary Attitude Scales: I. Religionism; II. Humanitarian-
ism," Journal of Social Psychology 19 (February, 1944), 81-98. 
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TABLE III 
Percentages of Certain Protestant Religionists, "Le~" to "Right," 
Professing to Have "Much in Common" With "Other Americans 
in General" 
"L*" "Right" 
"Liberals" ... . .. 82.0 
"Center" 
Presbyterians .. 91.4 
Methodists ..... 89.1 
Lutherans ..... . 89.1 
Episcopalians .. 87.9 Baptists ..... . . 87.2 
Fundamentalists 85. 7 
TABLE IV 
Percentages of Respondents at Sampled Schools Professing to Have 
"Much in Common" with "Other Americans in General" 
(Note: North Carolina schools are in CAPS ONLY; 
private schools are in italics.) 
GASTON COMMUNITY FAYETTEVILLE STATE U 84.l 
COLL 96.7 Univ Indiana No/West 83.7 
EAST CAROLINA UNIV 94.6 Georgia State Univ 83.7 
UNG-WILMINGTON 93.8 Colorado College 83.0 
WESTERN CAROLI A U 92.9 Davi-S-Elkins College 81.1 
UNG-CHAPEL HILL 91.7 WAKE FOREST UNIV 80.4 
PFIEFFER COLLEGE 89.5 Simpson College 79.5 
SANDHILLS COMM COLL 89.2 SHAW UNIVERSITY 77.8 
UNG-CHARLOTTE 88.6 U C-ASHEVILLE 77.6 
NORTH CAROLI A STATE 88.l Of CAROLINA A & TU 77.3 
MEREDITH COLLEGE 87.9 Portland State Univ 76.1 
Univ of ew Hampshire 86.8 Univ of Arizona 75.4 
PEMBROKE STATE UNIV 85.9 Southern University 75.3 
Tulane University 85.5 San Francisco State 71.5 
DUKE UNNERSITY 85.3 GUILFORD COLLEGE 64.3 
relatively highly with the nation might be readily surmised from the 
high correlation between national affiliation on the one hand and voca-
tional and education majors on the other; to note that predominately 
black schools (Fayetteville State, Shaw, North Carolina A & T and 
Southern) are relatively low in professions of commonality with the 
nation is merely to reassert that blacks are. 
The rest is merely idiosyncratic. The most "typical" schools either 
within the North Carolina sample (Duke, Meredith, Pembroke State), 
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outside of it ( Simpson College in Indianola, Iowa) or in the total sample 
as a whole (Georgia State, Indiana University Northwest, North Caro-
lina's Fayetteville State) are a group with virtually no discernibly 
distinctive similarities. Thus although schools are very good predictors 
of attitudes, they seem to predict quite arbitrarily-just as they were, 
and did, a third of a century ago.11 
Summary Profile. If we can ignore statistical significance for the 
moment and make use of whatever differentials the survey has turned 
up, no matter how small, the model (student) member of the (U. S.) 
national community is: middle class, Presbyterian ( since, for other 
reasons, she must be a North Carolina student), white, 17-18, female, 
an education major, a freshman or sophomore, at Gaston Community 
College (appropriately enough, a public school in North Carolina). The 
model "non-member" is a little trickier to delineate: working class, 
atheist, black, 25-26, male, a natural scientist, junior or senior, at San 
Francisco State University (instead of Guilford College, since the 
school should be ,a public school and it should be located outside of 
North Carolina). 
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
From the survey evidence generated here one cannot find clearly 
that sentiments of national identification for a 1975 college student 
sample are less than they were for Americans in general a generation 
ago, although the data very tentatively suggest that conclusion. It is 
apparent, however, that sentiments of social class affiliation as between 
the two groups and times are greater now and that the extent of that 
differential may even be understated. The national community is still 
more salient, certainly than social-class-outside-of-nation and ,also than 
various other "international" cohort groups, but students in 1975 profess 
a degree of affiliation with other students "around the world" which is 
even higher than the U. S.-not-own-class identification that was the 1948 
UNESCO national standard as such . All of these affiliations, however, 
fall into a previously observed pattern that this study usually confirms: 
Persons open to identification with one kind of group, national or inter-
national, are relatively rather open to identification with most, if not all, 
others; conversely, to be closed to one is more than likely to be closed 
to others. 
I have been especially interested in one of those dimensions of 
commonality, the .affiliation with the national group, and with its signif-
11 Ibid. 
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icant predictors, if any. These last have turned out to be most promi-
nently religions and races and, at least for students, particular schools. 
Different classifications in those variables will most likely suggest not 
only which respondents will profess affiliation with the national com-
munity, but also which ones will not. 
Who are the ones who identify least with the national community, 
and why? Some findings were to be expected and are easily understood. 
Blacks are less committed than whites; the atheists and the "unaffiliated," 
being less committed on the religious dimension, are not surprisingly 
less committed on the national, too. Surprises and incongruities also 
emerge. Working classes and upper classes are both less disposed 
toward national identification than their counterparts in the middle; 
religious "liberals" and "fundamentalists" share a relative reticence 
toward the nation; humanities students only slightly less than engineers. 
Why might a particular citizen "hang back"? Because he is alienated in 
particular or uncommitted in general? o doubt. But also because he 
is idealistic, sophisticated, intelligent, tolerant? Or because he is "nar-
row," technically oriented, socially and morally conservative, naive? 
Either or both. National non-identification has a split personality. 
Who are the identifiers than? Logically enough, the ones between, 
the ones in the midlle. Reconsider our "model" national community 
member of a moment ago: a young, middle class, Presbyterian white 
woman majoring in education at any of a number of "small town" North 
Carolina public schools. Nothing if not typical, at least of the old, safe, 
traditional characteristics. Those who identify readily with the American 
national community are, naturally enough, "at home" in America, or in 
that image of America. But dissent surrounds it now on two sides: 
upper class as well as lower, the extremely "conservative" as well as 
the extremely "liberal ." ational community members may at least take 
comfort in this: the dissenters have little in common with each other. 
That may be cold comfort. 
